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Welcome lovely followers!!!! 
!

This is our very first look book ever and we are more than excited to show you guys all 
the outfits we’ve put together for Thanksgiving. There are four outfits from each of us, 

and they start out from the most casual to the most dressy. 
!

For each outfit there is a description, a key for where we found all the items and a song 
we think suits the outfit in general. Some of the songs may be a bit far fetched but hey, 

we’re just trying to bring you some good music. 
!

We sincerely hope that you enjoy our first ever Look Book, and if you have any ideas for 
future ones, leave them in the comments!! 

!
- Lauren & Eleni

Welcome



 

Who says curvy girls can’t wear shear tops? This black top 
has a shear panel from mid waist down to mid thigh. The 
panel allows for a flowy silhouette and exposes a little bit 
of skin (but not too much). Eleni paired it with high 
waisted blue dark wash jeans, military boots, and a vibrant 
statement necklace for some extra oomph. This outfit can 
be worn for a casual Thanksgiving get together with 
friends.  !

_______________ 

Outfit 
Shirt: Your Big Sisters Closet 

Jeans: Forever 21+ 
Boots: Aldo 

Necklace: Your Big Sisters Closet 
_______________ !

This Outfit’s Song Is: Classic - MKTO 



 

Lauren is nuts for neutrals year round, and when 
autumn arrives, her obsession hits an all time high. 
She pairs a simple white blouse with tan flats and 
dark wash jeans for an amped up white tee and 
jeans look. To brave the cool October winds, she 
pulls on a thick cashmere sweater that ties at the 
waist (if that doesn’t say Fall I don’t know what 
does). This outfit is perfect for running errands 
before a family get together, or for enjoying apple 
cider with your girls.  

_______________ 

Outfit 
Shirt: H&M 

Cardigan: Ralph Lauren 
Jeans: Gap 

Boots: J.Crew 
_______________ !

This Outfit’s Song Is: Banana Pancakes - Jack 
Johnson



 

Eleni LOVES her colours, and this outfit is no exception. 
This ensemble screams fall and Thanksgiving, and can be 
worn for making pumpkin pies with mama. Eleni paired a 
crisp white button down with clusters of burnt orange 
flowers, with high waisted blue dark wash jeans, and a 
blood orange cardigan. She made the outfit more casual by 
rolling up the cuffs and knotting the blouse. To finish off 
her look, Eleni pulled on her trusty pair of army boots.  !

_______________ 

Outfit 
Shirt: Old Navy 

Cardigan: Joe Fresh 
Jeans: Forever 21+ 

Boots: Aldo 
_______________ !

This Outfit’s Song Is: Love Runs Out - OneRepublic 



 

Nothing says fall like pumpkins, and pumpkins are orange, 
and orange also says fall. If you haven’t noticed, burnt 
orange is one of Lauren’s favourite accenting colours. 
Here, she’s paired a silk blouse with, you guessed it, 
orange accents, with dark washed skinnies and nude 
pumps. This outfit is perfect for brunch with your friends 
on a brisk autumn morning, or for exploring downtown in 
all it’s autumn glory!   !

_______________ 

Outfit 
Shirt: Massimo Dutti 

Necklace: Etsy 
Jeans: Gap 

Shoes: Merona 
_______________ !

This Outfit’s Song Is: I’m Not The Only One - Sam Smith



 

You may have seen this dress before, think long and hard! 
That’s right! You’ve seen it on Eleni at her cousin’s 
bachelorette party! Today she’s paired it with: grey tights to 
keep out the cold, a light wash denim vest, and her trusty 
army boots (can you see a trend?) A simple, but super cute 
outfit like this can be worn to a Thanksgiving bunch with 
family, or for walking around downtown and admiring the 
city in all it’s autumn brilliance!  !

_______________ 

Outfit 
Dress: Your Big Sisters Closet 

Leggings: H&M 
Boots: Aldo 

Vest: Winners 
_______________ !

This Outfit’s Song Is: Treasure - Bruno Mars 
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There is never a wrong time for a pencil skirt (or 
Shakespeare). In fact, the time for a pencil skirt is always, 
and Lauren takes this rule very seriously. Here, she’s 
paired her favourite red skirt with a ruffle collared polka 
dot blouse, nude pumps and her monogram necklace (the 
obsession continues). This outfit is perfect for a 
Thanksgiving dinner date with your guy, or helping your 
mom put the finishing touches on the dining room. 
Whatever you case, you’re sure to look like a sexy teacher 
and that’s rule number two. There is never not a time to 
look like a sexy teacher. Never. 

_______________ 

Outfit 
Shirt: Ralph Lauren 

Skirt: Thrifted  
Shoes: Merona 
Necklace: Etsy 

_______________ !
This Outfit’s Song Is: Real - Years&Years



!

Nothing says autumn like orange and green, so, it seemed 
only natural, for Eleni to accent her neutral oatmeal 
Junarose dress with them. These pops of colour enhance a 
simple dress and give it a lot of personality. She finished 
off the look with some simple grey tights, and army boots. 
This outfit is perfect for walking about with family after 
eating your heart out at Thanksgiving dinner.  !

_______________ 

Outfit 
Dress: Your Big Sisters Closet 

Tight: H&M 
Boots: Aldo 

Belt: Banana Republic (Lauren’s) 
Cardigan: Joe Fresh 

_______________ !
This Outfit’s Song Is: Lost Stars - Adam Levine 



!

Plaid is a fall staple. So are pearls. So are dresses. So is 
blue. As you can see, this outfit is made up of almost every 
fall staple imaginable. Lauren has paired her favourite 
plaid dress with pearls and a crisp white button down 
underneath (classy music teacher anyone?) For a pop of 
colour, Lauren introduced some bright blue heels. This 
outfit is perfect for a Thanksgiving diner surrounded by 
loved ones.  !

_______________ 

Outfit 
Dress: Banana Republic 

Button Down: Mexx 
Necklace: J.Crew 

Heels: Aldo 
_______________ !

This Outfit’s Song Is: La vie en Rose - Louis Armstrong


